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THE LASER ANEMOMETER SIGNAL
CHARACTERISTICS OF LASER ANEMOMETER SIGNALS AND 
FREQUENCY DEMODULATORS FOR HIGHLY SEEDED FLOWS
Robert V. Edwards
Department of Chemical Engineering 
Case Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
ABSTRACT
An analysis of the general characteristics of 
laser anemometer signals for liquid flows is made. 
Three detection schemes are analyzed:
(1) Spectral analysis of the photodetector 
output,
(2) frequency trackers, and
(3) counters
Where known, the strengths and weakness of each method 
are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
There have been many analyses of the signal from 
laser anemometers. However, not much has been written 
on the behavior of real detectors of the signals. It 
is our intention here to outline the basic charac­
teristics of the laser anemometer signal and to illus­
trate the effect of those characteristics on the 
behavior of various detectors. Mathematical and 
physical rigor will occasionally be sacrificed in the 
interest of clarity of the presentation. It is hoped, 
however, that enough details and references are 
included to enable the reader to perform a detailed 
analysis of any particular problem of interest. The 
discussion will be restricted to systems with high 
scattering particle densities such as are encountered 
in liquid flows.
Most motion measurements by light scattering take 
direct advantage of the coherent properties of laser 
light. In this context, coherence can be defined as 
the ability of the light to form sharp diffraction 
patterns. Other light sources can be used to generate 
diffraction patterns, indeed diffraction patterns have 
been studied for decades, even centuries before the 
advent of the laser. However, the laser is an intense 
source of coherent light and "more coherent’’ than 
thermal light sources or even line sources such as 
filtered hollow cathode lamps. It is for this reason 
lasers are used in practical systems.
Let us reconsider Young's Double Diaphragm Experi­
ment. (See Figure 1.) A coherent source of light 
impinges on a screen with two slits in it. A diffrac­
tion pattern consisting of alternating rows of bright 
lines and dark lines is formed on another screen placed 
beyond the slits. The dark lines are where the light 
from the two slits arrives out of phase and canel. The 
bright lines are where the light from the two slits 
arrive at the second screen in phase. It is a simple 
matter to compute the position of the bright lines (y) 
if one knows:
(1) The light wavelength,( X )
(2) the slit spacing (d), and
(3) the distance between the screens 00
=
To get an idea of the fringe spacing, let
X s  6 . 3 2 8  x I 0 - S c m  
d =  O - a -  c m
R  = 1 0 0  c m
-  i o o „  -
0  0 . 2
Suppose one removes the second screen and substi­
tutes a moving point scatterer (such as a small dust 
particle) and lets it move in the plane of the screen. 
Let the light from the scatterer be detected by a light 
detector placed in a position out of direct illumination 
by the slits but able to see the scatterer. (See 
Figure 2.)
The detector sees light from both slits scattered 
from the particle. In the travel from the particle to 
the detector, there is no relative phase shift of the 
light from the two sources, so that the particle is
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perceived to be bright or dim depending on whether the 
light arriving at the particle from the two slits is 
in phase or not. Let the particle now move vertically 
at a steady velocity V. As long as the particle is 
visible, it v;ill generate a sinusoidal signal of 
frequency V^- , where all the symbols have the same
meaning as before. A signal has been generated at the 
detector whose frequency is proportional to the 
velocity of the particle.
The above simple experiment describes the funda­
mental operation of laser anemometers and was pre­
sented in order to set the stage for the following 
presentation that will not use the notion of a 
"Doppler" shift, nor the terminology that accompanies 
that notion.
Consider now a more practical version of Young's 
Double Diaphragm Experiment. (See Figure 3.) These 
two configurations are the most popular for laser 
anemometers. In both configurations, the signal at 
the detector is determined by the interaction of two 
mutually coherent light beams from the same source.
At the detector, a bright particle is seen if the 
particle is in a position where the beams are in phase 
and dark if the beams are out of phase.
Now, let's consider the E-field at a detector 
from a collection of particles whose positions at time 
t are given by r (t).
For a dual beam system (Figure 3a), the total 
E-field at the detector is the sum of the E-fields 
Scattered from the two beams incident on the measure­
ment volume.




The functions and ?2 are amplitude weighting 
functions for the beams E^ and E-2. The phases of the 
beams Arriving at the particle n is given by the terms 
q  * n and gi ^  The additional phase
change of the ftearn, down to the detector is given by
terms
The photodetector current is proportional to the 
intensity which is the square of the E-field, i.e., 






where R *  is real part.
The first two terms are not determined by inter­
ference between the two incident beams. They are 
determined by interference of the light from one beam 
scattered by two or more particles. When computing the 
autocorrelation or spectrum of the photodetector 
current, one finds that these terms are dependent on 
the relative motion of the particles and thus under 
normal circumstances (a small measurement volume), 
represents velocities much lower than the velocity of 
a particle. The spectrum for these terms is centered
at 0 Hz and thus is not of interest to this discus-
(2 )sion . It is normally filtered out of the signal 
before detection. We will neglect it. The third term 
can be rewritten,
i d )  =
r ^ P (r.(t))g(f „ w e i U , ' ^ ' r" W
* Y  Y j p(fi.(’j)^('tw)e>p^i( K , - i (*,-Kj) •
The first term is the so-called "incoherent" term 
and essentially the vector sum of the signals from each 
individual particle. The second term is the so-called 
"coherent" term and it represents the interference 
between the E-field from pairs of particles scattered 
from two input beams (K^ and Kj). Normally, laser 
anemometers operate with rather low f number optics and 
under these circumstances, the coherence term is 
negligible compared to the incoherent term (3). So, we 
have left:
Ut> =
k  f L
n
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•A ( Z )The vector K is referred to as the scattering 
vector. It is a vector perpendicular to the planes of 
the interference pattern and its magnitude is given 
by:
l*l=a? 1 sml. , where 7J
is the refractive index of the medium where the beams 
intersect and 0 is the angle between!^ and 1^, and
is the vacuum wavelength of the laser.
For a reference beam system (Figure 3b), the
E-field at the detector can be written
£ d W  = £  +  A
where A is the amplitude of the second beam (1^) at 
the detector since it is not scattered. The phase of 
this beam has been assumed to be zero at the detector.
-
AV  D /.  . f-+ A L  P(r» « ) e '  J
The first term A is a constant since we assume the 
one beam is not scattered (a reference beam). The 
second term, as in the previous section, represents a 
low frequency term due to interference of the light 
from pairs of particles scattered from one beam.
Again, this term will be discarded. The reference 
beam system thus results in a similar expression to 
that of the dual beam system.
h
We now have, for both configurations of the laser 
anemometer, a similar expression for the instantaneous 
intensity at the photodetector as a function of the 
particle positions.
It is instructive to compute the spectrum or 
autocorrelation function of the photodetector current. 
By the Weiner-Khintchine theorem, the autocorrelation 
is the temporal Fourier transform of the spectrum and, 
of course, vice versa^). As we will see later, one 
can learn much about the expected behavior of various 
detectors from these functions.
The photodetector current can be rewritten:
‘ / i\ oV" P> /if . \ t k/1*0 L R' A  ^ )tft)- xX P (rn* + Arnft))e  e
where r*o is the initial position of the nth particle 
and A £60 is the change in position of the nch particle 
in time t. This format allows for the possibility
that the particles may accelerate during the time they 
are observed.
We will assume that the flow field is such that a 
particle does not accelerate appreciably in the time it 
takes the particle to traverse one fringe spacing. 
Indeed, if this condition isn’t fulfilled, one can no 
longer speak of "Doppler shifts" or velocity measure­
ments (5).
With the above assumption, the autocorrelation 
R(T) can be written(5)




where P( ) is the amplitude weighting function for the 
detected E-field,"y"( ) is the velocity probability
density for a velocity ”lT , and p  is the density of 
particles.
The spectrum, S(u)), of the signal is the temporal 
Fourier transform of R ( T ) ^ .
The mean.w , and variance, of the spectrum
can be computed from the autocorrelation^^
a w ’ =  -  _  tAjl
Since it is our purpose here to elucidate the 
general principles of laser anemometer detector, some 
assumptions will be made to simplify the mathematical 
expressions while retaining the essential behavior of 
the system. We assume:
(1) The K vector points in the direction of the 
mean flow which is lined up in the x-direc- 
tion.
(2) The velocity fluctuations probability is 
independent of position.
(3) The contribution to the autocorrelation from 
particles moving perpendicular to K is neg­
ligible (see Equations 35 and 36 in reference 
5).
(4) The gradient in velocity is perpendicular to 
the direction of the mean flow.
(5) The amplitude weighting function can be 
written:
P ( f ) =  £ ( * )  PT ( i )
None of the assumptions above are necessary to do the 
analysis, however, they approximate accurately many 
physical situations. With the above assumptions, the 
velocity component in the x-direction can be written:
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■Vi =  ;  where , v x (\ f J* )
INSTRUMENT RESPONSE
is the mean velocity as a function of y and z, and
is the fluctuating component of the velocity. 
X IThe time average of is zero. Now,
o*> *
( ? W = fJJ e '''"
Qx(v) = [fSwg(*^r)dxwhere
The spectrum S(0)) for positive^!, can now be computed 
(See Figure A).
sw=f Jfe did^'
Awhere is the spatial Fourier transform of Qx .
The first two moments of the spectrum can be 
computed. •e
<5 = £  fff(K ^ +i Q,(o)) V ldv~«'
Since Px is square integrable, it can be shown that
Q>(°) ithus
« = JffK  W  + [ <r*) Av\
By definition,
J V*Y(Vi') d W  =  V *  -  0  thus
The quantity V J  is the amplitude weighted mean 
velocity seen by the laser anemometer (2,11)
- £ }j V - t%) -
j j  (tt*1***-^  ) +^ ) ^ V ’(0 V ld'5'
Q*(o) has been approximated by ~JL where (Jy
(TJis the characteristic length of the measurement 
volume in the flow direct lon ^ ^.
v ; 1
A w * «  K ^ ( V  - + ■ k V ; ’
where Vir* is the amplitude weighted mean square 
velocity seen by the velocimeter.
Spectrum Analysis (Autocorrelograph)
There exist instruments that will measure directly 
the autocorrelation or spectrum of a signal. At 
present, the most popular form of spectrum analyzer is 
a tunable filter with an amplitude detector attached.
As the filter is tuned through a given frequency range, 
the output is a signal proportional to the square root 
of the power in the filter bandwidth. If this signal 
is squared and stored, an accurate representation of 
spectrum of the signal can be obtained(13). The opera­
tion of this type of spectrum analyzer is akin to that 
of a standard AM radio. These devices are relatively 
slow in that the filter can only see a small part of 
the signal at a time.
Another type of device used to obtain the auto­
correlation or spectrum of a signal is parallel 
processors that use all of the signal from a given time 
period to construct the spectrum. A computer Fast 
Fourier Transform routine or commercial correlation 
computer are typical devices of this kind. These 
machines can measure the spectrum to a given degree of 
accuracy two or three magnitudes faster than can a 
tunable filter type. Any instrument corrections to 
spectrum obtained in this fashion are well known and so 
will be ignored in this analysis.
As was shown above, the mean frequency of the spec­
trum obtained by direct spectral analysis of the photo­
detector output is the amplitude weighted mean of 
velocity in the sample region. This measured velocity 
is not necessarily the velocity at the center of the 
measurement volume. However, the correction is caused 
chiefly by the curvature of the velocity(H) and is 
only on the order QJ5 where <r« is
the characteristic dimension of the measurement volume 
in the direction of the gradient. Measurement volumes 
are usually too small to sample much of the curvature 
in most flow profiles, so that the correction in the 
measured mean due to gradients is usually less than 1Z 
of the measured velocity. Many examples have appeared 
in the literature of velocity measurements using a 
spectrum analyzer in the presence of gradients.
Figure 5 shows the results of mean velocity measure­
ments near the wall of a 2" pipe in turbulent flow 
using a spectrum analyzer. The solid line is the "Law 
of the wall" plot, obtained from the volu­
metric flow rate. As one can see from the data, quite 
accurate measurements of mean velocity can be made.
The width of the spectrum has three components:
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(1) ■vJx/cr#1 This term has been called the
"finite transit time ambiguity". This is 
unfortunate terminology, since there is no 
real ambiguity caused by this term. All 
that is required is that a smooth enough 
spectrum be obtained to get a good statisti­
cal measure of the mean and variance of the 
spectrum.
(2) This term is the broadening due 
to a mean velocity gradient in the flow seen 
by the laser anemometer. This term is on 
the order q ' o % V h  where a is the gradi­
ent of the mean velocity.
o )  This term is the broadening
due to fluctuations in velocity. It is pro­
portional to the local variance of the fluc­
tuating velocity.
The turbulence intensity can be obtained from a 
measurement of the second central moment of the spec­
trum.
The term ^ 0 ^  is a measure of the number of fringes 
in the measurement volume. The more fringes, the 
smaller the finite transit time correction.
A gradient broadening term can be computed from 
a plot of the mean velocity(^). Figure 6 shows 
measurements of turbulence intensity as function of 
position in a 2" pipe. The measurements have about 
± 10% error in them. More accurate measurements 
could have been made by averaging longer.
Signal to Noise Ratio
The primary noise component of a laser anemometer 
signal is the shot noise due to the essential par­
ticulate nature of the photons arriving at the 
detector(3). The spectrum of the noise is "white" 
(i.e., a flat spectrum) and the power/unit bandwidth 
of the noise is proportional to the photodetector
current(3),
The power/unit bandwidth of the spectrum is pro­
portional to the square of photodetector current.
For a given averaging time, the area under a signal 
spectrum is constant(2) independent of velocity; 
however, the width of the spectrum (,A “ 7 l 
increases as the velocity increases. Therefore, the 
power/unit bandwidth of the signal decreases as the 
velocity increases.
Fortunately, the shot noise spectrum appears as
a flat baseline under the signal spectrum, and can 
usually be subtracted. Thus, signal to noise ratios 
less than one, on a peak signal power/unit bandwidth 
to noise power/unit bandwidth basis, can be tolerated.
TRACKERS
To a crude approximation,a laser anemometer signal 
has a frequency proportional to the velocity in the 
measurement volume. There are many types of detectors 
that attempt to measure the instantaneous frequency of 
the anemometer signal. The most popular type of 
frequency detector is the tracker. The tracker is a 
phase lock or frequency lock loop, where a local 
oscillator is continually controlled to track the 
frequency of the incoming laser anemometer signal. 
These devices can be viewed as tracking filters as the 
bandwidth seen by the device is approximately the 
speed of the control sytem for the local oscillator^ \ 
Before discussing frequency detectors in detail, 
it is necessary to examine the frequency content of 
the signal. By the previous analysis, the signal 
clearly contains more than one frequency.
If the signal is written in the form:
£(*)= A « e » * ( e w )
an ideal frequency detector gives an output
s ( i)  = ^ 5 0 .
Initially, we will assume that the flow is laminar 
and steady with no mean gradient.
The phase of the laser signal can be written:
0  -  K - V t  + arc ton
L S  P(*ho-fVt) cos k
where rno is the initial position of particle n.
The phase of the signal contains two terms:
(1) A linear phase term "fcvt
(2) A fluctuating term that is a function of the 
shape of the measuring volume and the initial 
positions of the particles
One can visualize the behavior of this second term 
by means of a vector picture (see Fig. 7). The resul­
tant vector R is made by adding vectors with compo­
nents (P(rno + vt)sin K'rno, P(rno + vt)cos K-rno).
As time evolves, some particles enter or leave the 
measurement volume causing the vector R to change 
length and direction. Indeed, when the resultant 
vector is very small due to cancellation, one can see 
how the angle of the resultant vector could very
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quickly change from 7f/2 to -V/2. Since the output
of an ideal detector is the time derivative of the
total phase, this type of occurrence can cause large «
fluctuations in 0 .
. _ ?  + E  £  K-(i„ - rw f |
« »h
Figure 8 shows an oscillograph of: 1) a care­
fully simulated laser anemometer signal for steady 
laminar flow, 2) the output of a 0  detector, detec­
ting that signal. Note the large fluctuations in the 
output, even though the flow is steady. These fluc­
tuations have been termined "ambiguity noise".
If the device is locked to the signal (i.e., the 
phase error is less than If/2 radians), the output is 
indeed 0  . It can be shown (8) that 
0  =  C O -
Thus, a tracker can give as accurate a measure of the 
mean velocity as does a spectrum analyzer.
In principle, therefore, the "ambiguity noise" 
is no hindrance to measurements of velocities; however 
this term can cause problems for real devices - such 
as phase lock or frequency lock loops. Real devices 
cannot handle arbitrarily large or arbitrarily fast 
fluctuations. The fluctuations have a spectrum whose 
bandwidth is on the order of the finite transit time 
ambiguity (7). If the response speed of the detector 
is slower than this, it will not be "locked" much of 
the time and its output will not correspond to the 
desired output, 0  . In the measurement of cross flows 
this width can be a substantial fraction of the signal 
frequency, and the detector's bandwidth should be 
adjusted accordingly.
In velocity gradients, due to the intrinsic non­
linearity of the tracker, beat frequencies will be 
generated in the tracker corresponding to the dif­
ference in frequency generated by particles in dif­
ferent positions in the measurement volume*. The 
width of the signal due to the gradient is
4  ( i f - i i i ) *  •
The maximum beat frequency the tracker must follow is 
approximately this width. These beat frequencies can 
be a significant fraction of the signal frequency, 
expecially in measurements near walls. In order to 
give a correct output, a tracker must have a response 
frequency higher than beat frequencies encountered.
In many measurements of mean velocity in the presence
*One can convince onself of this by simply computing 0 for the case of two particles moving at a dif­
ferent velocity going through the sample volume.
of gradients, the tracker speed has apparently been 
too low and erroneous measurements have resulted. 
Apparently, the tracker loses lock rather often and 
only samples the signal. Since the scattering parti­
cles are randomly positioned in space, more fast 
moving particles go through the measurement volume/unit 
time than the slow particles. The tracker thus seems 
to weigh the fast measurements more than the slow 
measurements. Erroneously high velocities are 
obtained. Since the tracker is clearly not locked and, 
thus, it is not a Q  detector, no rigorous theory 
exists for correction of this bias. The experimenta­
list should be sure that his (or her) tracker is fast 
enough to accurately detect the signal.
If the frequency fluctuations are primarily due 
to turbulent velocity fluctuations, the situation is 
somewhat less severe. The turbulence scale is usually 
larger than the measurement volume, so large gradients 
are usually not observed. Further frequency changes 
due to turbulence velocity changes are far slower than 
the fluctuations due to ambiguity noise. As long as 
the tracker is fast enough to track the "ambiguity 
noise", the mean frequency should be &) as computed 
above.
Since the "ambiguity noise" fluctuations occur in 
the output of trackers even with no velocity fluc­
tuations, it is impossible to "instantaneously" measure 
velocity with a tracker. Further, it can be shown 
that the theoretical power in the "ambiguity noise" is 
infinite (7). However, any real system has a limited 
output bandwidth. Consequently, a large, but finite, 
RMS power can be measured in the complete absence of 
turbulence.
Figure 9 illustrates the ability of various types 
of detectors to track turbulence fluctuations. There 
are four tracks on the oscillograph:
(1) The turbulence velocity (turbulence inten­
sity = 4.4%)
(2) The output of a wide band second order phase- 
lock loop (a 0  detector)
(3) The output of a counter (zero crossing 
detector)
(4) The output of a frequency lock loop (a 0  
detector)
Note that all the detectors follow the general trends 
in the turbulence but they all are noisy. The noise 
is the "ambiguity noise". Under these conditions, the 
output spectrum of any of the devices appears to con­
sist of the low frequency turbulence spectrum, plus a 
flat wide band spectrum. (See Figure 10.) At the low
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frequencies, the power/unit bandwidth of the turbu­
lence is much higher than the power/unit bandwidth 
of the noise and the noise spectrum can be approxi­
mated by a flat spectrum. A measure of the 
quality of the recovery of the turbulence signal 
is the ratio of the height of turbulence spectrum to 
the height of the noise. If one assumes that the tur­
bulence spectrum can be approximated by a Lorentzian 
of width (Hz), one finds the approximate ratio is
(7)p ^  5.H K*______________
K a t , 0 ~  A . - * * *  (5 ?  -  Hu
The presence of a velocity gradient can cause 
fluctuations in the output of a tracker or a counter. 
To my knowledge, the width of the spectrum of these 
fluctuations has never been measured in detail, al­
though the power density has been shown to be propor­
tional to the strength of the gradient (7,13). This 
effect has been included in the above expression.
If there is no mean velocity gradient,
Ratio*  5.H . uhete is
the signal frequency.
Note that the ratio is higher for large measurement 
volumes. Let’s compute the ratio for a realistic 
case of interest - turbulent pipe flow, K o j ^ o ,
and Jk -  1 0 . 0 0 0
A.t e E  0.0H  %
R a t io 3 , 1 5 5
Despite the problems of the "ambiguity noise", quite 
good resolution can be obtained of the turbulence 
fluctuations spectra.
A word should be said about the fidelity of the 
measured spectra to the velocity spectrum of the 
particles. Lars Lading and I have measured the cross 
correlation of the output of a Q  detector with the 
"turbulence signal" on a laser anemometer simulator 
(14). At average particle densities from 
300 particles/measurement volume to 3 particles/ 
measurement volume and with measurement volumes 10 
fringes long to 100 fringes long, we found the output 
to be accurately represented by the true turbulence 
spectrum plus the ambiguity noise. The simulations 
were run under conditions where the turbulence scales 
are large compared to the fringe spacing. George & 
Lumley (7) have shown that a distortion of the 
apparent turbulence spectrum occurs when the measure­
ment volume size can contain appreciable portions of 
the turbulence scale. Essentially the spectrum looks
low pass filtered, and an attenuation of the high wave 
number portion of the spectrum is predicted. To my 
knowledge, this last result has not been experimen­
tally tested; however, the prediction is a strong 
signal to the experimentalist to be careful in this 
flow regime.
Since the output of tracker consists of a wide 
band signal plus a narrowband signal, the probability 
density of the output is a function of the output band­
width. A narrow bandwidth will primarily sample the 
statistics of the low frequency signal and a wideband- 
width will primarily sample the statistics of the wide 
bandwidth signal. If one wishes to measure the RMS 
turbulence intensity, one can use two output filters 
with different bandwidths, both wide enough to contain 
at least 90% of the turbulence spectral power. The 
RMS output is then measured for both filters and then 
plotted on a graph of RMS vs. filter bandwidth. If 
the line determined by the two points is extrapolated 
to 0 Hz, the intercept is the RMS of the turbulence 
(9). To be more accurate, one should use 3 or more 
filter bandwidths.
Signal to Noise
As was discussed previously, in order to work 
correctly, the filter bandwidth of the tracker must be 
larger than the signal bandwidth. The minimum allowed 
filter bandwidth must increase as the signal frequency 
increases since the signal's bandwidth also increases. 
This means that the minimum amount of noise seen by 
the tracker necessarily increases as the frequency 
increases. Since the total signal power is constant, 
the detected signal to noise ratio decreases with 
increasing frequency (velocity).
Some preliminary results of ours from simulator 
experiments show that shot noise affects the output of 
a tracker in the same way as ambiguity noise. A broad, 
flat spectrum is generated in the output. The effect 
of shot noise is very small as long as the total 
signal power is greater than the noise power seen by 
the tracker.
COUNTERS
In liquid flows, where there are usually many 
particles, counters are zero crossing detectors. In 
steady flow, the number of zero crossings per second 
also fluctuates due to particles entering and leaving 
the measurement volume. The mean number of zero 
crossings, unfortunately, does contain a bias. The
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In general, the mean output will be biased toward 
higher frequencies. I refer the reader to references 
8, 10 and 15 for a detailed exposition of the behavior 
of the number of zero crossings detected per second as 
a function of signal bandwidth and threshold level. A 
bias should appear in the output of counters used in 
high scattering particle densities such as liquid 
flows. However, to my knowledge, this relation has 
never been experimentally tested for laser anemometers.
Our simulator experiments indicate that for large 
measurement volumes ( K ^ i  > 3 o )  the counter out­
put has an identical spectrum to that of the phase 
lock loop. Under these circumstances, RMS turbulence 
intensities should be measured in the same manner as 
for trackers as was outlined in the previous section.
Signal to Noise
Counters are usually designed with a fixed filter 
in front of the zero crossing detector. The filter 
has a bandwidth that covers the entire range of sig­
nals expected. For instance, in a highly turbulent 
wake flow a velocity ratio of 10 to 1 may be en­
countered, and thus the filter would have at least a 
10 to 1 ratio between the low pass cutoff and the high 
pass cutoff frequencies. A tracker could detect the 
same signal with a bandwidth only on the order of 3% 
of the bandwidth of the counter's filter. The band­
width of the tracker only determines how fast it can 
move over a range of 10 to 1 in frequency. Conse­
quently, the zero crossing counter will see a higher 
noise power than the tracker and a given shot noise 
level will result in a much higher noise level in the 
output of a counter (8).
SUMMARY
Spectral analysis of the photodetector output can 
yield very accurate (<1%) mean velocities and turbu­
lence intensities. There are no intrinsic biases in 
these measurements. Accuracy can be retained at very 
low signal to noise ratios. The method is usually 
slow.
A properly designed tracker (one whose bandwidth
is wider than the bandwidth of the detected signal) 
can make accurate, non-biased mean velocities and, so 
long as the turbulent scales are bigger than the 
measurement volume, accurate turbulence spectra can be 
obtained. Moderate (4:1) signal to noise ratios can 
be tolerated with little degradation of performance.
Counters can make accurate mean velocity measure­
ments; however, a bias can be presented in the data. 
Turbulence spectra can also be measured using them if 
the measurement volume is large ( K « S > 3 ° ) .
Counters are only good when the signal to noise ratio 
is very high.
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B ill  Tiederman, Oklahoma State University: F irs t  of 
a l l ,  congratulations, you did a wonderful job of 
te l l in g  us what spectrum analyzers do, and in empha­
sizing that we need to look very carefu lly  at the 
processing of the signal. I would like to make one 
comment and get your reaction to i t  about zero cross­
ing counters. I don't believe that a zero crossing 
counter is any good unless i t  includes some method 
for verify ing  the signal. I f  you have only one v e r i f i ­
cation then you don't re ject very much noise. But i f  
you have a sliding phase comparison or some other 
mechanism by which you have sequentially say 10 valida­
tions that you are measuring the proper frequency or 
that the frequency is  repeating i t s e l f ,  I believe you 
can reject the noise. The essential point is that 
fo r  rejecting noise i t  is the number of comparisons 
that matter.
Edwards: Verification circuits  do help to mitigate 
some of the problems with noise encountered with zero 
crossing counters. People's experience certainly has 
been that the more verif ication  (more cycles sampled), 
the better the performance of the counter.
Lars Lading, Danish Atomic Energy Commission: I would 
l ike to make one comment about this business about 
tracks and validation c ircu its .  I f  you introduce 
validation circuits in counters i t  seems to me that 
you t r y  to approach what phase lock loops do, but I 
have seen no counter which can do i t  as well as the 
phase lock loop.
Edwards: In liquid flows with high seeding density, 
our experience has been that trackers are far more 
re liab le  than counters. This apparently can be 
attributed to the a b i l i t y  of the tracker to f i l t e r  
noise to a higher degree than does the counter.
B i l l  Willmarth, Univers ity  of Michigan: How long 
w il l  i t  be, i f  ever, before we can get a laser 
anemometer to make measurements of individual velocity 
traces in turbulent flows and look at individual 
events without a lo t  of noise in the signal? How 
small can the sensing volume be made for research in 
boundary layers?
Edwards: With proper low pass f i l te r in g  in a tracker 
output, signals that are almost indistinguishable from 
hot-wire signals can be attained even with sample 
volumes on the order o f  30 microns. Particles have 
to be matched to sample volume. Recall, the power 
in the "ambiguity noise" can be very large, however, 
i t  is  spread over a much larger frequency range than 
the turbulence. Therefore, in the low frequency range, 
the signal is prim arily  due to the f lu id  notion.
There are several research groups working on laser 
anemometer design and commercial equipment is ava il ­
able.
D. McLaughlin, Oklahoma State University: I have a 
comment with regard to using individual realization 
(counter) type LDA's in water flows. We use this 
system with a high degree of success simply by managing 
the seed and verify ing  the signal which is counted.
Our data has agreed very well with the traditional 
hot-wire and hot-f i lm  data ( i . e . ,  Laufer, Eckelman and 
Reichart, e tc . ) .
Comparison of the Reischman-Tiederman results 
using a counting technique in a two-dimensional 
channel with data of Rudd in square ducts using 
tracking techniques shows disagreements of about 50% 
in  turbulence intensity.  We don't know i f  this is be­
cause of the use of the square duct or i f  i t  is a 
problem with the tracker or the drop out.
What would be extremely useful is a direct compari­
son in a standard flow (highly turbulent) between the 
tracking system and the individual realization system. 
We need to know how well trackers perform and how drop­
out influences the important results. I f  the errors 
are small we can forget about them and put the instru ­
ment to use.
Edwards: In the complete absence of noise, we have 
demonstrated that trackers and counters give essen­
t i a l l y  the same output. However, in the presence of 
noise (fo r  the counter) or i f  the signal's bandwidth 
is too wide for the tracker, neither one is working 
correctly so i t ' s  not surprising they give different 
answers. I t  is not a conclusive comparison to operate 
one or both of the devices where they aren't working 
correctly.
R. Adrian, University of I l l i n o is :  I would like to 
address myself to the question on comparisons because 
one has to be extremely careful in finding new c r ite r ia
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Adrian (cont.) :  and in describing what you mean when 
you say something compares well or not. There are a 
great number of effects that are operative in one type 
of frequency demodulating system or another. I have 
done some work with Whitelaw at Imperial College, where 
we examined the effect of signal to noise rat io ,  as 
determined by how signal to noise ra t io  affected the 
measurement of mean velocity , not simply fluctuating 
velocities, but the simple mean ve locity  measurement.
We found that using either simulated signals or real 
measurements i t  was possible with counting systems to 
have errors in mean velocity measurement up to 2-300% 
i f  you have low enough signal to noise ratio. And 
typ ica lly  the signal to noise ratios required to give 
adequate accuracy was something like 10 to 1, higher 
than you were indicating. That is a very high signal 
to noise ratio . This is the power rat io .  With the 
tracker we could go down to a signal to noise ra t io  of 
1 to 1 and get the same accuracy. Now that's simply 
the signal to noise ratio effect. I think, on the 
other hand, that the tracker does have a problem in 
that i t  can l ie  to you sometimes. What we did in 
those experiments was to make sure that the tracker 
was always working correctly. Any general comparison 
must be made on the basis of whether or not the tracker 
is locking on to the signals and is locking on to the 
right signals. And there, I think, the counter does 
offer some advantage and i t ' s  d i f f i c u l t  to quantify 
that sort of comparison.
Edwards: As a practical matter, trackers continue to 
work correctly at lower signal to noise ratios than 
would a counter. We (Lading and I )  have noticed no 
mean error in the tracker's ve loc ity  measurements due 
to noise. At low signal to noise ratios, and i f  the 
f i l t e r  in front of the tracker has a peak, the tracker 
w ill  tend to bias the measured velocity toward the 
peak of the p re f i l te r .
J. Hornkohl, Spectrum Development Labs: Counter 
processors work best when only a single partic le  is in 
the probe volume at any given time. Signal trackers 
work best when many particles are simultaneously 
passing through the probe volume. There is a range of 
particle concentration over which both counter and 
tracker processors w ill  operate. This fuzzy region 
is ,  at the present time, i l l -d e f in e d  and further work 
is required.
Edwards: In the range from 10 parti cles/volume and 
up, the tracker seems to be less trouble to run than 
a counter.
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